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"Oh, aye, Jeems. I'll come wi* ye, an*

INI drink like a beast to please ye."
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have had any difficulty in deciding on your choice of occupa
tion this year, here is a golden opportunity for you to let us 
give you the benefit of our eleven years experience in

TRAINING PEOPLE FOR SPECIAL POSITIONS.
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іMake up your mind to be somebody and do something in 
this world better than your neighbor.
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School Building. Scranton, Pn.

(ЩТШПИ :—Please explain how I can qualify 
for the position which 1 have marked lxdow : Brains First—Hands Afterward !u
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Bridge Engineer 
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=ша Did you ever hear of a man, intending to become a 

doctor, hunting up patients upon whom to experiment be
fore beginning the study of medicine and anatomy ?

Practice is invaluable, but it is better first to learn the 
principles of your profession, and get the practice after
ward. Otherwise you will never advance, unless as a * 
result of years of ill-paid drudgery ; but, if you will store 
your mind with technical information and then seek practi
cal experience, you will progress as much in months as 
others do in years.

If you would like to know more about our methods fill 
out the coupon to the left and mail us at once.
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